
 
TOWN OF BLOOMING GROVE 

TOWN BOARD WORK SESSION 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 2017 

6:30 PM 

PRESENT:  Supervisor Fromaget, Councilwoman Kiernan, Councilman Jurain,  

   Councilman KyDon, Councilman Levy 

ALSO PRESENT:   Alyse Terhune, Esq., Attorney for the Town   

                  Darlena E. Decker, Town Clerk 

 

EXECUTIVE SESSION  
I, Councilwoman Kiernan, move that the Town Board enter into Executive Session under Section 24-6-

402(4) (b) to seek advice of Counsel.  Seconded by Councilman Jurain.   

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  
 

NO ACTION TAKEN BY THE BOARD DURING EXECUTIVE SESSION  

 

REGULAR SESSION  
I, Councilwoman Kiernan, move that the Town Board return to Regular Session.  Seconded by 

Councilman Jurain.  

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  

 

EXEMPTION FOR LARGE SOLAR 

 Councilman KyDon stated we have spent a lot of time and hard work has been done and I think we 

can exempt Large Scale Solar. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I think that is true however the reason why I wanted it deferred is 

basically there is a response from the Planner suggesting that there are reasons for us to consider and wait 

until we have the Comprehensive Plan review it on the 28th and once we have that Comprehensive Plan 

review it and the Focus Group makes their assessment then I think it is appropriate to act but I think we 

should at least extend the courtesy to them given all the work they have done so far to have an option. 

 Councilman Levy stated I have here the meeting on September 27th. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I’m sorry it is the 27th. 

 Councilman Levy stated so on this agenda for the 27th there is a resolution for the Focus Group to have 

a meeting and among the topics will be. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied the first topic will be the Large Scale Solar exemption. 

 

OUTFALL REPRESENTATIVE FROM HIGHWAY - MS4 SUPPORT 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I talked to that person again and he said he would do it if we needed him 

and so you know that person is Ralph Bisquert, he said he can make the time and he will do it whatever it 

takes. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated this is going to be a part time position then. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, an independent consultant. 

 Councilman Jurain stated so are we going to address the compensation issue when we do the budget. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied that is for this year and when we call him it will be a 1099, he comes in 

and does his work and he gets paid for that work and he said he would be willing to do the skill transfer 

once we get somebody to do that. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated Ralph has the experience to do this. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes and he said he can teach it. 

 Angela Doering asked if Ralph is going to continue to work in the Assessor’s Office also. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, that is only a part time job and the Engineer said it was only a couple 

weeks’ worth of work, over a couple of weeks a number of days but he will not be working 24 hour days. 
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OCLT - HERITAGE TRAIL PARKING LOT - UPDATE 

 Ralph Maffei stated the next meeting planned is for next Wednesday, they are addressing a lot line 

shift with the new owner of the property and then I heard the new owner is not interested in a lot line shift 

and this afternoon I heard he was going to be doing the lot line shift so I don’t know what is going on.  If 

they don’t proceed with the lot line that they came up with they won’t get their approval next week. 

 Councilman Jurain stated that is for next week, it’s on your agenda. 

 Ralph Maffei replied yes and the Planning Board will be meeting tomorrow for a Work Session but 

any action will be taken next week. 

 

MT. LODGE CELL TOWER - TOWN BOUNDARY BG/WOODBURY 

 Alyse Terhune, Esq., Attorney for the Town, stated that litigation has been commenced regarding that 

boundary and so on advice of Counsel we have stepped back on that until it’s determined whether your 

insurance is going to handle that defense or whether we will have to handle it, but in any case once 

litigation was commenced by Woodbury Field and Stream. 

 

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated we have a meeting on the 27th, the first thing we are going to talk about is 

the Large Scale Solar Systems and whether or not we can move forward on granting some exceptions but 

recognize that once we allow an exemption it’s out of the box so I recommend we be cautious. 

 Councilman Levy stated I know that there are a lot of hardship cases right now that are really looking 

forward to this being done as soon as possible and not possibly the 4 months we have given. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied our responsibility isn’t to the people who are going to do it our 

responsibility is to the community. 

 Councilman Levy stated well in our community there are a lot of hardships right now so I don’t want 

to hear there are only three or four people against the entire Town, there are a lot more than that. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied when they step forward we can deal with them at that time. 

 

LACROSSE FIELDS - UPDATE 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated it’s been marked out, I talked to Scott Perri and he is going to be getting 

active to begin excavating of the fields and creating the three fields and he hopes to start it as I understood 

it next week. 

 Eugene Casazza asked how many trees are being affected by this. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I don’t know, we submitted it to DEC and they said in ten days if you 

don’t hear from us go ahead and work. 

 

BACKHOE - GREEN AREA 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I would like to get an agreement to begin clearing out that area, I have 

drafted a memo to the residents that live on the green area and tell them we are going to enforce a “No 

Dumping” rule and we are going to go in first and clean all the garbage that’s out there now, all the yard 

waste and we then will go out to where the drains are and clean all of them out and dig a ditch to where 

the pipe itself is plugged so that the water will drain and where we messed up the gentleman’s lawn at 

133, I think it is, we will recover that.  If you guys agree we will move ahead on that. 

 Councilman Jurain replied I thought we agreed already. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan replied I’m okay with it. 

 Angela Doering asked what fund will that come out of. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I don’t know the answer to that except that it is coming out of the A-

fund. 

 Angela Doering stated I know that but you don’t have a line item. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied not specifically for that. 

 Angela Doering stated so you may have to appropriate money for it. 
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BACKHOE - GREEN AREA - CONT. 
 Supervisor Fromaget replied we will look at that and see whether or not there is funding available if 

not we will appropriate it.  We will have to lease the equipment and I found out originally he told me it 

was $1,500.00 a day, it’s only $1,500.00 for the week so that’s the good news. 

 Eugene Casazza asked if there is any guarantee this is going to work. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied there is never a guarantee, all we know is the Engineer said the yard 

waste is getting into the pipes and it’s clogging them, the one area where it’s actually blocked we think is 

primarily due to the Weeping Willows that were there, at one point and time they clogged it up, we had 

TAM take a grinder to try to grind the way through and they actually destroyed a couple of grinders before 

they gave up so it is probably a combination of roots as well as rock and whatever else. 

 Eugene Casazza stated I know the challenge you have but once again you are taking a route where 

there is no guarantee it is going to work. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied sometimes you have to take the best information you have and act on it 

and this is the best information I have, the Engineer said it would work and I am going to have to believe 

him. 

 Councilman Jurain stated I don’t want to put Anthony on the spot from B&L but we talked about this 

at least it might take some of the surface water away at a time of the year that you get the water and snow 

accumulating and at least it might keep the water from going into people’s garages, long term it’s probably 

not the solution.  

 Eugene Casazza stated have you considered dumping some dirt in the low areas. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied that is not going to solve the problem, the problem is getting the water 

out of there, the water starts collecting around 115 and it covers the surface all the way down to 105 and 

it just puddles there and in order to drain it you have to have some place for it to go and it’s all flat there 

so you have to have a ditch and once we create the ditch we will have a drainage swale at that one house 

where the water is the worst and drain it off, at least next year we will be in a position then to make an 

intelligent choice as to what do we do know, right now we have a choice, we let the water flood again or 

we can provide a way for the water to drain out and then we will come back next year and look at it. 

 Anthony Eagan, Barton & Loguidice, stated to Ron, Barton & Loguidice was not a part of that solution, 

we recommended that the roots be removed. 

 

LAKE ROAD BRIDGE 

 Alyse Terhune, Esq., stated Dennis Lynch is still working on that. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated it is still being worked on, McGoey and Hauser is questioning whether or 

they have any responsibility but we are not in court. 

 Nancy Calhoun asked what the issue is in general. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied it required hazard mitigation and the mitigation part of it wasn’t done 

which makes the Town responsible if that bridge were flushed out in another flood. 

 

SWEEPER UPDATE 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated we had a meeting, I think we finished the IMA, at least the lawyer has 

been given the answers to all the questions that he had, in addition to all the answers he had last time so 

we are optimistic that we will have a sweeper in the near future with Washingtonville as the custodian and 

we talked about how it is going to be shared and everybody is in agreement, I expect we will have it by 

next year and I believe everyone will be able to use it to comply with MS4. 

 

MAYS FIELD BACKSTOP 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I got a price on a backstop, originally the price I got was back in 2014, it’s 

gone up a little bit because of the cost of materials, it’s up to about $17,500.00 now, I called the Men’s 

Softball League and they said they would contribute $1,000.00 and Little League said they would 

contribute and we are talking about how much, I am optimistic that we will have some relief on that whole 

package, I am looking to have it put in this year. 
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HIGHWAY GARAGE ROOF 

 Anthony Eagan stated the low contractor came back and provided an alternative solution to the roof 

and it would result in a cost saving to the roof for the project, the tradeoff is the design included the 

removal of all of the panels and replacement of new insulation and putting a new standing seam metal 

roof on top of the Highway garage, the contractor came back and said in lieu of doing all of that I can 

offer you a credit, will encapsulate the entire roof in a membrane and leave it as it is, they wouldn’t do the 

insulation, they wouldn’t do any of the painting of the soffits which we called for in the soffits to be 

replaced in the roof, whatever is up there would remain underneath this membrane, so they proposed 

basically alternatively sealing the roof. 

 Councilman KyDon stated when we discussed this some of the issues we were concerned over 

asbestos, we were concerned over the structure issues so this isn’t addressing any of the things we 

discussed. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied structure issues, I don’t remember structure issues. 

 Councilman KyDon stated we were concerned with what was holding the roof together, how it was 

made, what materials were used. 

 Anthony Eagan stated the membrane they are proposing has a 20 year life expectancy that is their 

alternative proposal.  One of the things that we talked about internally was perhaps instead of using a 

spray foam which seemed to have increased the amount of the cost on the project, instead of using a spray 

foam insulation using rigid insulation and the other thing we discussed which was one of the bones of 

contention is sampling the silver paint on the Highway garage roof itself which in our experience 90% of 

the time comes up hot for asbestos, actually go out there and sampling it and seeing whether or not it is 

asbestos or not even though the likelihood that it is high but at least then we would know if it is or isn’t 

and we would come and take that sample and run it and if there was asbestos or not we would know it at 

that time. 

 Councilman Jurain stated if we come up with a positive reading that it is asbestos and we encapsulate 

it we don’t have the mitigation costs for asbestos. 

 Anthony Eagan replied correct. 

 Councilman KyDon stated you are just kicking the can down the road, this was never an option after 

many months of discussion. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I know but we got creative since we got the bids in, the bids were twice 

as high as what we thought. 

 Councilman KyDon stated maybe we should let the new Board decide this since we are knocking on 

October’s door. 

 Alyse Terhune, Esq., asked what the estimate is for doing the membrane solution. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied its $170,000.00, if we verify that there is no contamination then that will 

drop the price, the fact is we are dealing with an unknown, if we know what is there then we can see what 

we got. 

 Anthony Eagan stated right now the prices include the removal and remediation of all that material in 

accordance with the Department of Labor Industrial Code 56 and because based on our experience 

generally most of the time it has asbestos containing building material so it needs to be handled as such 

so a contractor comes in and mitigates that to allow the remainder of the work to come back, even 

encapsulating it like the Councilman is saying you risk if something happens down the road and it opens 

up you now have to deal with whatever it touches, I don’t want to come up with an unlikely situation but 

if a tree falls on the roof and the roof collapses on some of the materials that are stored and the trucks and 

the equipment stored in there that now all has to be mitigated as asbestos contaminated. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated so that is why I think it is so important that the first thing we do is assess 

whether or not there is asbestos there what that will allow us to do is allow the Engineers to use our ladders 

when they come down here to get onto the roof, when they came down they were denied access to them 

and so I need the Board to agree that we will allow them to use our ladders.  The Board agreed and agreed 

to have the roof tested. 
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HIGHWAY GARAGE ROOF 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated these ladders are in Buildings and Grounds. 

 Councilman KyDon stated I believe the Highway owns that property. 

 Alyse Terhune, Esq., stated I will check on that. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied no, these ladders are in the Highway and I was told before. 

 Councilman Jurain stated so how quickly can we get this going. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied as soon as we can identify who owns the property and I believe I do, 

excuse me the Town because I controlled the installation of the gas line otherwise they wouldn’t be back 

there. 

 Nancy Calhoun stated I heard it has a 20 year life, is there any kind of guarantee. 

 Anthony Eagan replied I think what they are offering is a 2 year, the membrane has a 20 year life with 

a 2 year installation guarantee. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated the question is if we find out there is asbestos is it better for us to go with 

the $264,000.00 bid or the $170,000.00 bid. 

 Anthony Eagan replied that is really a policy decision of the Town, the thing to consider is exactly 

what the Councilman is saying, you are avoiding the cost now to incur it at a later time and in my world 

costs do nothing but go up. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I understand that’s why I am saying is first we have to find out if there is 

asbestos, if there is no asbestos the current price will go down further and it might be more palatable. 

 Councilman Jurain stated plus we are doing the budget and you know if you can budget for that you 

will have more information.  

 Supervisor Fromaget stated initially we discussed doing this out of current funding, he then stated to 

the Attorney you will let me know about the equipment. 

 Alyse Terhune, Esq., replied generally equipment belongs to the Highway. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated and usually equipment is the cars, the trucks, the plows, etc., but not the 

ladders, the ladders are not equipment of the Highway. 

 Alyse Terhune, Esq., replied perhaps you would want to look into what funds the ladders were 

purchased out of the A-fund. 

 Angela Doering stated the Highway funds do not come out of the A-Fund, it’s either DA or DB. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, I don’t know the answer to that but I will check it out. 

 Ralph Maffei stated if you go with the encapsulation and something gets damaged and it turns out the 

roof is toxic will your property insurance carrier pay for that storm or whatever damage. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I’m not sure if they will cover that, will the insurance have an issue if 

our roof gets crashed. 

 Alyse Terhune, Esq., replied I will have to look into that but in general if you have property damage 

it’s covered under your insurance policy. 

 Anthony Eagan stated actually that happened to another client that I am working with, they lost their 

sweeper and trucks a lawn mower and a bunch of other equipment and they actually started mitigating 

today 3 years later.  The insurance would cover the damage but not the mitigation. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I will call the insurance company tomorrow and see if they cover 

mitigation and I will find out from Darlene Keeling where the ladders got purchased from. 

 Ralph Maffei stated what about the fire department. 

 Eugene Casazza asked if the Engineering firm were to get injured do they have insurance. 

 Anthony Eagan replied our insurance would cover if any of our employees got hurt. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated what the Town is looking for is your insurance giving a certificate 

indemnifying the Town if you get up on the ladder which is typically what we ask our vendors. 

 Nancy Calhoun stated is it my understanding that the Highway Superintendent refused the use of 

equipment to improve the building at the Highway Department. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes. 

 Anthony Eagan stated our staff called and spoke to the Highway Department and coordinated a site 
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HIGHWAY GARAGE ROOF 

visit and accessibility with ladders to the roof and we showed up at the site to take samples and we were 

denied access and we reached out to the Parks Department and they didn’t have anything big enough, we 

coordinated a site visit in advance and the Highway Superintendent left before we got there. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I will check out the insurance and find out where the items were purchased 

from, if they were purchased from the A-fund they are ours.  My interpretation over the years is we own 

the buildings, we own the equipment in the buildings but we do not own the Highway equipment. 

 Alyse Terhune, Esq., added the Highway Superintendent has control over all the equipment.  

 

TOWN HALL ADDITION 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I talked to Anthony about the drawing, I talked to Rob to let him know 

where it stood and basically it’s going to be an upstairs and downstairs with the upstairs being for the 

Court extension, I asked him to move the building out about 2 or 3 feet so that these things will all be 

inside the addition and won’t take any existing office space and that is something that the new Board will 

act on. 

 

RECORDS RETENTION STRATEGIES 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated in order for the Town Hall addition to be done effectively and not to be 

filled up in a short period of time we need to have a records retention strategy so I am looking for people 

to volunteer to work on a records retention strategy where we start going digital with that equipment, the 

whole purpose of adding this addition is so we can have the storage out of the building itself and at the 

same time bring in the proper printers so we can implement the court strategy where they have a strategy 

for records retention already and hire a part timer, I understand from talking to someone that the courts 

actually have vendors who they pay to come in and help you do that.  so for us not to do the records 

retention strategy it will be a waste of time for us to do the Town Hall addition because all it’s going to 

be is another room filled up. 

 Edie Johnson stated I spoke to Linda Zappala, the Town Clerk from Chester and she said she would 

be more than happy to help with that, they are more than halfway done with that. 

 

TOWN HALL CHLORINATOR 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated the water has been picking up Sulphur water and first of all someone 

suggested a chlorinator, I talked to the new people that gave us the bid for next year for the operations and 

they suggested putting in a carbon filter, they said the carbon filter will clean it out better and the 

chlorinator all that’s going to do is chemicalize it so we have the guy coming over now to take a look at it 

to see what it’s going to cost to put in a carbonator and in fact they recommend Culligan as the most cost 

effective solution.  

 

SOLID WASTE DUMPSTER SERVICE 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated we got the bids in and they were clearly Marangi, so it will be on the next 

agenda, Darlena sent the bids to the Board.  

 

PUBLIC HEARING TAX CAP 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated we will have a public hearing on the tax cap, it isn’t that we are going over 

the tax cap but it is to protect us to avoid any miscalculations which happened last year and which was 

my fault. 

 Councilman Jurain asked will we be over it this year. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied last year we were over by $19,000.00, I made an error in adding in the 

deficit reduction, the only reason we put the override in place is just in case and rescind it in January. 

 Councilman Jurain asked what the number will be for the tax cap. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied we are well under the cap, we are $235,000.00 under the cap and it’s 

actually a negative growth under the budget if we end up with what we have.  
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PUBLIC HEARING TAX CAP - CONT. 

 Alyse Terhune, Esq., asked will you be putting that on the agenda for next week. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, we will have to set a Public Hearing at the next meeting and it will 

be in October. 

 

TRAINING COURSE FOR PAYROLL ADMINISTRATOR 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated there is a training course for the payroll administrator, we have discussed 

this before. 

 Councilman Jurain stated you asked that it be tabled for tonight. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, I tabled it because the dialog indicated to me that most of the people 

didn’t understand or didn’t agree so my feeling is that the payroll clerk does a ton of work, she thinks this 

course is going to be a great help to her because in her kind of position she could evolve into a budget 

manager.  

 Councilman Jurain stated but she is running for office correct, I will speak for myself of what I would 

have reservations about.  She is running for office and if she gets elected she’s in the positon in three 

months and she is not going to be doing payroll anymore. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I understand that but that is an assumption on your part, but even if she 

doesn’t win she is still going to be here. 

 Councilman Jurain stated but she is not going to be doing payroll if she’s the Receiver of Taxes. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied you don’t know how the organization is going to be so all I am preparing 

for is I am trying to prepare her for a skill in anything she needs. 

 Joan Kelly stated since when does the Receiver of Taxes do payroll, and that would be the new 

administration’s decision. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated if you wait until after the elections and nothing changes she won’t be 

able to go to training because it conflicts with the payroll. 

 Councilman Jurain stated I am not casting any aspersions on Jessica but the point is if I were hiring 

someone to do payroll one of the things we would screen the person now is to make sure they are 

experienced in doing payroll and know exactly how to do payroll, I am not saying Jessica doesn’t know 

how to do payroll and again that would be a job skill that you would be looking for if you are going to 

hire someone to be the payroll clerk or whatever the title is for the person, Receiver of Taxes is different 

from payroll. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied you are starting out with an assumption that she is elected, I like your 

thought process so my point is that we have an employee here that you are saying that we should 

discriminate against because she is running for office. 

 Councilman Jurain stated please don’t say discriminate, as a manager, and you have been a manager, 

if you were hiring somebody don’t you want to get somebody you don’t have to spend time training, you 

screen the applicants and you try to cut down the training cost of training someone, just like some of the 

private companies you bring somebody in and say what’s your experience in payroll, etc., you say are you 

familiar with NYS payroll, it cuts down on costs for the Town as an employer to have to pay someone to 

do payroll, and again this is nothing personal whether its Jessica or some man or anybody else in Town, I 

wouldn’t vote in favor of paying for the training. 

 Councilman Levy stated I don’t believe we should be paying for this training course. 

 Councilman KyDon stated is this position appointed by the Supervisor or is this a Town employee. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied it’s a Town employee. 

 Councilman KyDon stated so she will be an employee of the Town no matter who the Supervisor is. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied as I understand it there is a possibility that it could be changed. 

 Councilman KyDon stated so we could pay this and it could be changed or she could be elected. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, that’s right but that is the risk of every job here, when I came here 

that person left so I replaced her with Cathy and Cathy left and I replaced her with Jessica. 

 Councilman Jurain stated Bob, we had the meeting last week and the public came in and talked about  
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TRAINING COURSE FOR PAYROLL ADMINISTRATOR - CONT. 

hiring people locally, we made if very specific that we are looking to hire a payroll clerk who is a Town 

resident, I bet we would get quite a few qualified people to come in and say I have plenty of experience 

having done payroll and I would rather work locally, I am talking about not paying for somebody that 

needs to be trained who that in three months if they either get elected or they are not doing it before they 

leave.  I just don’t think it would be too hard to find somebody to do payroll. 

 Councilman KyDon asked how long Jessica has been doing payroll clerk. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied 2 years and she is now an expert in payroll, her banking experience added 

tremendous value to that, she now gets it done in the same day it starts whereas before that it took 2 days 

to do and as far as I’m concerned she is ready for the next step and the next step is, her interface with 

Marilyn is constant and very effective and the consequence is my feeling she would be a very good person 

to look to aspire to move to other positions. 

 Councilman KyDon stated maybe I didn’t ask this correctly, what this class is going to add to her skill 

set that she doesn’t already have. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied accounting. 

 Councilman KyDon stated accounting.  

 Supervisor Fromaget replied a better understanding of municipal accounting. 

 Angela Doering stated to answer your question there has to be a backup payroll person, even if in 

January she needs to go and it’s approved you need a backup person. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied we don’t have any. 

 Angela Doering stated so if she’s out nobody gets paid. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied no, she doesn’t go out, she accepts the fact that her job is to do payroll, 

she accepts the fact that I have to be here when payroll runs, anytime she is off site she schedules it around 

payroll, so I appreciate that, you may not but you don’t have to be here if payroll doesn’t get cut. 

 Nancy Calhoun stated but she could get the Flu or break her leg. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied Marilyn knows how to run payroll but she hasn’t done it since I have 

been here. 

 Kiki Cunningham stated the class that she wants to take, is it a required state class. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied it is an Office of the State Comptroller’s Office which is equivalent to 

the Association of Towns and no it is not required, nobody is required to go to classes. 

 Nancy Calhoun stated having been in the position for a long time before you the position of this is an 

appointment of the Supervisor and as Angela will tell you it has always been, you by making the decision 

not to run will not be the Supervisor on January 1, whomever is elected and because someone is running 

unopposed he might have a chance to win, that person will appoint and I have to tell you I have no idea 

but why would you send somebody to a course for $800.00 that in all likelihood will not be there. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied wait a minute, don’t say that, you don’t know that so therefore you should 

not say it. 

 Nancy Calhoun stated I have been told by not one person in particular. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied you have been told, so you must know that so I can call Rob tomorrow 

to verify that. 

 Nancy Calhoun stated I just said the likelihood is the rumor, number 2 if she is successful she will be 

in the Receiver of Taxes, she is doing the job now and I think for 3 more months she can get through with 

doing the job. 

 

WATER/SEWER OPERATORS 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I met with the Water/Sewer operators, they asked to have access to the 

facilities at least for the month of December and I told them I would talk to ECO and see if they would 

allow them to shadow them and if not I would give them the key so they could go take a look and do an 

assessment which was required of them which they will do for free. 
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SET DATE FOR TOWN BOARD BUDGET MEETING 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated the days Carmen has is the 21st and 25th, I would like to meet at least one 

time. 

 Councilman Jurain stated what about the 21st. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated what I told Carmen is I will schedule them for multiple days and the Board 

can come whenever they want. 

 Councilman KyDon stated the 21st is difficult for me at 6:00, I have an appointment that night that I 

don’t know if I can get away from. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied that’s okay, can anybody make it on the 21st, 3 Board members can make 

it, what about the 25th from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM and the 28th is available if we need it. 

 Nancy Calhoun stated this is an official meeting so there has to be notice made. 

  

FACILITY USE - SENIOR CENTER - BG COST SAVINGS COMMITTEE 

I, Councilman Jurain, move that authorization be given for use of the Senior Center to the BG Cost Savings 

Committee on September 20, 2017 at 7:00 PM.  Seconded by Councilwoman Kiernan. 

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  

 

FACILITY - SENIOR CENTER - BG FOCUS GROUP 

I, Councilwoman Kiernan, move that authorization be given for use of the Senior Center to BG Focus 

Group on September 27, 2017 at 6:00 PM.  Seconded by Councilman Jurain. 

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  
 

FACILITY USE - TOWN HALL - ORANGE COUNTY DEPT. OF PLANNING 

I, Councilwoman Kiernan, move that authorization be given for use of Town Hall to the OC Dept. of 

Planning on Thursday, September 28, 2017 from 3:00 PM to 9:00 PM.  Seconded by Councilman Jurain. 

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  

 

RATIFY BID - 2008 FORD CROWN VIC 

I, Councilman Jurain, move that authorization be given to ratify change of bid date to September 29, 2017 

for the Police Vehicle 2008 Ford Crown Victoria VIN#2FAHP71V78X131107.  Seconded by Councilman 

KyDon. 

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  

 

 Nancy Calhoun noted that there were people standing and waiting and thought the Supervisor might 

want to accommodate them. 

 Supervisor Fromaget asked the gentlemen if they would like to introduce yourselves. 

 Tom LaFollette introduced the employees of County Waste which included drivers and the District 

Manager.  Mr. LaFollette stated he just wanted the residents to see who is performing your services here 

and after the meeting last week we had a chance to talk to some of the folks that were in the audience and 

we heard about what great service we gave and we heard from some folks that had some issues, we perform 

in a month 44,000 services in this community and we are very proud to do that, we are proud of our service 

level at which we perform that and it’s pretty amazing service that we have and we had three people that 

said we had some issues, we stub our toes from time to time but I think Joan Kelly will say that we are 

very responsive to any issues that the Town may have and we are proud of that, we have one of our 

customers here tonight. 
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 Dan Mulzon stated he is the Maintenance Supervisor for the Rolling Hills Condominiums I was asked 

by our Board to come here and to say a word, I represent about 200 residents and we have no complaints 

we are all very happy, if we do have a problem which is very rare I’ll call Joan and it’s resolved 

immediately, we are happy and we just hope you consider that. 

 Supervisor Fromaget thanked County Waste for coming. 

 Angela Doering stated any services provided somebody is going to complain but basically I think their 

service has been excellent, they are quiet and they pick up all the garbage efficiently.  
 

EXECUTIVE SESSION  
I, Councilman KyDon, move that the Town Board enter into Executive Session under Section 105-1-f to 

discuss a particular person and under Public Officers Law section 24-6-402(4)(b) to seek counsel.  

Seconded by Councilman KyDon.  Please note the Board invited Joan Kelly, Receiver of Taxes, into 

Executive Session.  Seconded by Councilman Jurain. 

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  

 

NO ACTION TAKEN BY THE BOARD DURING EXECUTIVE SESSION  

 
REGULAR SESSION  
I, Councilman Levy, move that the Town Board return to Regular Session.  Seconded by Councilwoman 

Kiernan.  

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Darlena E. Decker 

Town Clerk 

 


